NDA EDUCATION COMMITTEE MINUTES
29th January 2020

Present

Nikki Thomas, Simon Smith, Aaron Hall, Betty Baines, Ian Grandfield, Katie
Wright, Judy Farrimond, Martin Farrimond, Catherine Sturgess and Peter
Jackson

Apologies

Paul Cubitt, Tim Farnham, Bridget Yates, Aaron Hall, Dawn Pullan, Richard
Turk, Elisabeth Spry.

1. Welcome. Simon Smith opened the meeting

2. Matters Arising. The minutes were circulated prior to the meeting. No matters arising.

3. Update on training events, by Branch.
•

•

•

•

Southern; The last training event had 8 attend the morning session and 12 in the
afternoon. Plain Bob Doubles and Grandsire, Plain Hunt and Call Changes.
Another day of training is planned and Martin asked if he could have the details
so they can be added to the website. 21st March, Redgrave, 10.30 till 12.30,
contact Betty for further details. Ian reported that following the introduction of
the training days more were involved at practices.
Eastern; Sessions planned covering basic skills, call changes. These sessions had
been introduced to encourage the Ringing Remembers recruits and to keep them
fully engaged. There is also to be an advanced Plain Hunt. Another Novice 12 bell
will take place at Yarmouth on 30th May 10 till 12.
Western; ART M2 taking place at Gressenhall on Saturday, the Gressenhall Minor
and Doubles practices are now established and there are plans to run a Novice
10 bell at Kings Lynn.
Northern; Regular events taking place at MRDC.

4. Events in the diary;
• Art Learning the Ropes Festival 8th August
• Novice 12 Bell Yarmouth 30th May
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Ringers Get together – MRDC 4th April
Monthly Foundation Skills – MRDC Thursdays once a month. 12-3pm
Conducting for All – MRDC 22nd February
Introduction to Handbells – MRDC 21st March
Gressenhall Doubles Practices
Gressenhall Minor Practices
Hethersett Surprise Major Practices

5. Junior Ringing. There are now 11 ringers willing to take part in the RWNYC, team
practices are being planned. Some funding will be needed from the Nolan Golden
Education Fund. Simon Smith had approached the Hertfordshire Association and
reported that they fund the entrance fee and team shirts. Funding may be required for
travel to York and possible overnight accommodation.
There is another Junior Ringers practice planned for 19th February and there are now
weekly Junior Practices at MRDC on a Monday 5 till 6.30.
6. Newsletters. Mary Jones is producing an Eastern Branch Newsletter. Sue Morton is
producing a Northern Branch Newsletter and Amanda Burr is posting messages for the
Western Branch on the Facebook page.
There is a communication issue. Simon Smith asked about the current situation
regarding the GDPR forms that were collected last year. Martin Farrimond replied that
the Eastern Branch has a database created from the GDPR forms. Martin pointed out
that the Eastern Branch mailing list had now been set-up as a moderated mailing group
(see Eastern Branch page on NDA website) and he would be happy to do likewise for the
other branches, provided someone could generate a list of email addresses for him to
import. The hope had been that each branch would create a database and maintain it
and that then the Association could have a complete mailing list, it was suggested that
this be taken forward to Standing Committee.
7. Application for Funding received from MRDC. A more comprehensive application has
been received giving a more detailed request asking for £2k for the next 3 years. Simon
Smith opened the discussion saying that MRDC is a valued resource and that it has his
support.
Betty Baines said she wanted to see a block figure rather than the £2k per year for the
next three years. She asked that MRDC has a register of all attending and recording how
many courses are held at the Centre, that feedback forms are completed showing the
value of training provided. At the end of the year an application for funding be made

based on the number using the Centre, she cited £2 per visit as an example, MRDC must
prove it is a benefit.
Nikki Thomas said that a register has been in place since the Centre opened, a record of
those attending courses and the number of courses run at the Centre is recorded and
feedback forms are in use.
Judy Farrimond said there needed to be proof of fund-raising activities and applications
to other bodies for funding.
The application must to be reviewed on an annual basis.
Martin Farrimond reminded the committee that the decision is ultimately the trustees
on Standing Committee.
The Nolan Golden Education Fund currently stands at £18302.90; this money needs to
be used to fund education projects within the NDAR.

Taken to a vote prior to a recommendation being made to Standing Committee:
I. The application that has been received, £2k per year for the next three years
subject to an annual review to ensure that MRDC is still providing benefit to
NDAR and has been successful with its other fundraising activities.
II.
Fund MRDC on a per person per attendance subject to an annual review as
outlined above.
The result of the vote was 9 in favour of option I. and 1 in favour of option II.
The recommendation to go to Standing Committee is that MRDC be funded from the
Nolan Golden Education Fund at £2000 per year for the next 3 years but subject to
annual review as outlined above. Also, that Nikki Thomas continues to be employed and
should there be a change of manager the committee will reconsider the £2000 funding.
8. Communication Issues. Aaron Hall spoke of his successful experiences using Social
Media to promote ringing and fundraising at Swanton Morley. Pointing out that overuse
of Social Media will turn people away. He had previously sent his views to Nikki. Using
these produce guidelines for other members of the NDAR to follow.
9. Any Other Business.
• Katie Wright has set up a series of quarter peals on the 3rd Friday of each month,
with a strong band but with space so those wishing can ring their first in a method
or conductor. Contact Katie to become involved in this project.
• It was felt that there are gaps in training available, Surprise Minor and Plain Major
Methods.
• The NDA Training Survey would be useful if run again, Simon Smith agreed to rerun
the survey.

10. Date and Place of Next Meeting. 22nd April 7pm Chantry Hall.

